
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

MAKING FREE TRADE WORK
BY FIXING THE DOLLAR

The 1990s are off to a very disap-
pointing start. While the Can-
adian economy has certainly
been buffeted by adverse interna-

tional forces, serious mistakes in do-
mestic monetary and fiscal policy have
compounded our difficulties. Wide
policy-induced swings in the value of
the Canadian dollar have been al-
lowed to undercut the Canada-U ..
Free Trade Agreement (PTA), depriving
Canada of its expected benefits and
making new converts to the increas-
ingly vocal anti-free-trade movement.

The government's inability to con-
tinue to bring the deficit down when
the economy was strong in 1988 and
1989 left the job of fighting inflation to
the Bank of Canada and resulted in in-
creases in short-term interest rate
from 8Ia per cent at the beginning of
1988 to a peak of almost 14 per cent
in March 1990. The FTA came into ef-
fect at an inopportune time, when the
Canadian dollar, buoyed by monetary
restraint, was badly undermining the
competitive position of our manu-
facturing industries. Subsequently, the
untimely introduction of the GST gave
rise to an outbreak of inflationary ex-
pectations that could be curtailed only
by continued monetary restraint and a
further appreciation of the dollar.

The main factor making for a worse
recession and more languid recovery in I
Canada than in the United States was
the greater degree of monetary re-
straint. The severe impact of this re-
straint on the economy was probably I
not intended and must have given
pause even to the Bank of Canada. It
produced an economy so sluggish that
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A FLUCTUATI G DOLLAR
HAS PREVE TED CANADA

FROM REALIZING THE
BENEFITS OF FREE TRADE

inflation dropped light out of the bot-
tom of the Bank's target range last year.

The recovery in Canada, fuelled by
declines in interest rates, the de-
preciation of the Canadian dollar and
a strengthening U.S. economy, finally
began in earnest in the fourth quarter
of last year, and preliminary monthly
indicators suggest that it continues un-
abated. It would be a mistake, how-
ever, to let our improved cyclical
fortunes distract us from the econ-

omy's structural vulnerability. It is irn-
portant that we fully understand the
difficulties that can be created by the
combination of a floating exchange
rate and the FTA and that we resolve
to make the FTA work for Canada
rather than against it.

THE FREE TRADE
EXPERIENCE

The FTA was a watershed in
Canadian economic history. In signing
on the dotted line, Canada accepted,
for better or worse, a much higher de-
gree of economic integration with the
United States. The North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA),
signed December 17, 1992, will re-
inforce this enhanced interdependence
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and bring Mexico into the free trade
area. Unfortunately, the implications of
greater continental integration for
Canadian monetary and fiscal policy
have been neither fully understood
nor taken adequately into consider-
ation by Canadian policy makers.

While free trade would inevitably
have entailed serious adjustment costs
in addition to those already being im-
posed by the forces of globalization,
the transition to free trade has been
made much more difficult by the
unanticipated fluctuations of the
Canadian dollar. Since the Ff A came
into effect in January 1989, plant shut-
downs have occurred with dismal
regularity, accompanied by the loss of
some 400,000 jobs, or one-fifth of total
manufacturing employment (see
Chart 1). This is much greater, rela-
tively speaking, than the 8 per cent of
manufacturing jobs lost in the United
States over the same period. Against
such a backdrop, is it any wonder
there is talk about de-industrialization?

Canada's current account deficit
has almost doubled since the FTA
came into effect, going from $15.5 bil-

lion in 1988 to $28.6 billion last year.
Net external debt is now running at
over $300 billion, or 44 per cent of
GDP, making Canada the second
largest foreign debtor after the United
States. Canada's external position is.
clearly unsustainable. While it would
be unfair to lay all the blame for
Canada's current account problems on
the FTA and the overvalued dollar

"CANADA HAS MISSED THE

CRUCIAL EARLY WIl\TDOW OF

OPPORTUNITY OPENED UP BY

THE ITA."

(eroding domestic cornpeuuveness
and the success of some of the newly
industrialized countries have also con-
tributed), these factors unquestionably
deserve the lion's share of the blame.

When the process of negotiation
was launched iri 1986, the Canadian

dollar was trading near 70 cents U.S.
and Canadian industry was eagerly
competitive. By late 1991, the Canadian
dollar was close to 90 cents and our
manufacturing sector was flat on its
back (see Chart 2). Now, following last
year's referendum on the constitution
and the related turmoil in financial
markets, the dollar is back under 80
cents and Canadian industry is starting
to revive.

But the depreciation of the dollar
does not undo all the damage that has
been done. Canada has missed the
crucial early window of opportunity
opened up by the FfA. Many business
decisions to take advantage of the
new continental market through in-
vestment have already been made to
the disadvantage of Canada and are
unlikely to be reversed for many
years. Plants that were closed down
because of the overvalued dollar will
not be quickly reopened just because
the dollar drops, nor will plants that
were moved to the United States be
immediately shifted back to Canada.
Canadian companies will have to
work harder to regain lost markets.

It is not just the level of the
Canadian dollar that has been handi-
capping our industry. Its volatility and
the associated uncertainty have been
almost as damaging. How can a com-
pany decide if it is profitable to locate
production in Canada to service the

.North American market if it cannot
predict its costs of production in U.S.
dollars? Does it really make sense for a
manufacturer to locate in Canada if it
has no guarantee that its costs in U.S.
dollars will continue to be comparable
to those of its competitors? Who can
blame a manufacturer for playing it
safe and investing in the United States?

The Canadian dollar's roller-coaster
ride has reflected both monetary -re-
straint and political uncertainties.
Together, these factors have served to
build a premium into Canadian interest
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rates relative to those in the United I
tates (see Chart 3). The differential be-

tween the interest rate on 90-day com-
mercial paper averaged 3.43 per cent
from 1989 to 1992 compared with an
average of only l.59 from 19 1 to 1
and 0.75 per cent from 1971 to 1980.
This is a premium we can ill afford

PEGGING TIlE DOLlAR

One solution to the problem of ex-
change rate instability and the interest

"A FIXED EXCHANGE R-\TI.

WOULD FACILITATEDECI IO_ -

MAKING BY C ADIA.:-

BUSINESS I A ORTII

AMERICAN COi\1"[EXL"

rate premium would be to pe the
Canadian dollar to the U. . dollar near
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current levels. Cost compari ons with
the United States suggest that, with a
dollar in this range, Canadian industry
would be well able to compete. A
fixed exchange rate would facilitate
decision making by Canadian business
in a orth American context. It would
put Canadian manufacturers in all
provinces on an equal footing With
producers in contiguous states. It
would also reassure foreign investors
that their investments in Canada were
afe, and it would help to keep

Canadian interest rates more in line
with those in the United States.

A fixed Canadian dollar could be al-
lowed to trade within a band of 1 per
cent on either side of its specified par-
ity. This would be similar to the ar-
rangement in effect from June 1962 to
.\lay 1970, when the Canadian dollar
was fixed at U.S. .925. The Bank of
Canada would have to intervene only
when the dollar approached the floor
or ceiling of the range. Similar ranges
functioned successfully under the
Bretton Woods agreement until it broke
down in the early 1970s and under the

European Community' Exchange Rate
Mechanism (ERM). Provided that econ-
omic policies in Canada remained con-
sistent with those in the United States,
the increased globalization of financial
markets based on improved telecom-
munications and computers would not
prevent the operation of a fixed ex-
change rate.

"IN 1HE PAST, WITII 1HE DOllAR

FLOATING, INFLATION HAS OT

BEEN CONSISTENTIY LOWER
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TIIAN IN 1HE UNITED STATES."

To recommend a fixed exchange
rate is not to make a case for a cheap-
er Canadian dollar. Fixing the
Canadian dollar near its current parity
would be as likely to prevent a de-
preciation as an appreciation. The gain
from establishing a fixed exchange
rate would accrue from the dollar's
stability near an appropriate level and
not from its use to engineer an artifi-
cial competitive advantage. The peg-
ging of the Canadian dollar in June
1962, followed by the Auto Pact in
1965, provided the impetus for the
strong growth and prosperity of the
1960s. In tandem with the NAFTA, it
could do the same for the 1990s.

Granted, this would mean giving up
an independent Canadian monetary
policy, but the benefits of such a policy
have been more apparent than real. In
the past, with the dollar floating, infla-
tion has not been consistently lower
than in the United States. Quite the
contrary: inflation has usually been
slightly higher. The Federal Reserve
may right now b less hawkish on in-
flation than the Bank of Canada, but it
is still strongly committed to combat-
ting inflation. Canada would not there-
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fore be in the position of having to ac-
cept the consequences of an inflation-
ary U.S. monetary policy.

Our interest rates have almost al-
ways been above those in the United
States, even when inflation was lower.
Interest rate differentials have been ex-
traordinarily wide in recent years. With
price stability as the overriding objec-
tive of monetary policy, we might or
might not be able to do better in
the future.

Price and wage expectations in
Canada are closely tied to those in the
United States; unions and firms operate
on both sides of the border; Canadians
are deluged by the U.S. media.
DecoupUng Canadian price and wage
expectations from those in the United
States requires a jolt that can be deliv-
ered only by engineering painfully
high idle capacity and unemployment.
If the cost of outperforming the United
States on the inflation front is as high
as recent experience indicates, the
game may not be worth the candle.

The European Community has
long sought to stabilize the currencies
of member countries through the ERM.
Recognizing the increasing importance
of table rates of exchange as the de-
gree of economic integration in-
creases, the Maastricht treaty proposed
the establishment of a single currency.
Even though the European Com-
munity has been plagued by political
and currency instability of its own in
recent months, and it is far from cer-
tain that its ambitious plans will go
forward, there are still important
lessons about the benefits of stable ex-
change rates that the participants in
NAFTA can learn from the longer ex-

perience of the European Community.
The recent currency problems in

Europe stem to a large extent from the
refusal of some member states to pur-
sue a common macroeconomic 'policy.
The hegemonic position of Germany
and the Bundesbank in the new
Europe is resented by the other coun-
tries, particularly the United Kingdom
and France. The disproportion in size
between Canada and the United States
would ensure that such nationalistic
rivalries would not destabilize the parity
between the Canadian and U.S. dollars.

tural reforms, such as strengthening
the economic union. Its success would
also depend on the adoption of re-
ponsible fiscal and monetary policies

in the nited States. Nevertheless, if
we accept that the Federal Reserve
Board shares the Bank of Canada's

FIXED RATE VERSUS
FLOATING

There are arguments in favour of a
floating exchange rate. Fluctuations in
the currency can help a country to ad-
just more smoothly to external shocks
such as commodity price changes.
This is particularly important if wages
are not flexible. However, it is interest-
ing to observe that when commodity
prices were falling over the 1989 to
1991 period, the Canadian dollar ap-
preciated. In thi instance, the floating
rate not only failed to facilitate the
process of adjustment but actually hin-
dered it. If carried to their absurd ex-
treme, the arguments in favour of a
floating exchange rate would suggest
that individual provinces, such as
Newfoundland and Alberta, that are
dependent on commodity exports
should have their own currencies.

A fixed exchange rate would not
be a panacea for all Canada's econ-
omic problems. It would not obviate
the need to pursue sound fiscal poli-
cies and to implement required true-

"A PEGGED CANADIAN DOLLAR

COULD GO A LONG WAY

TOWARDS MAKING THE REST OF

THE 1990s LOOK MORE LIKE

THE 1960s_"

commitment to controlling inflation, it
is the approach that is the likeliest to
provide the monetary framework most
suitable for strong growth and lower
unemployment.

A pegged Canadian dollar could
go a long way towards making the
rest of the 1990s look more like the
1960s. North American free trade of-
fers enormous opportunities to ex-
pand exports and create jobs. To
enable Canadian business to take ad-
vantage of these opportunities, a
stable and predictable exchange value
for the Canadian dollar is essentiaL
This is something that a government
bold enough to act can deliver. It is
not too late to make free tr-ade work
for Canada.CBR

PATRICK GRADY is the president of Global
Economics Ltd., an Ottawa economic consulting
firm.
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